The life of the Aryan Warrior!

Aryan Nations are racial Soldiers, fighting a holy war for the preservation of the White Race. As Aryan Warriors we are sworn to
fight to death: we are Skins for life. The conflict will continue until our land is pure.
However, we advise that the current campaign should be only an educational, psychological war directed towards enlightening
fellow Whites. The time simply isn't right to attempt military action against the Jewish controlled US government.
In a perfect world, the Confederacy would have succeeded by completely destroying the Union. All the niggers would have been
shipped back to Africa, the jews racially purged and Hitler's glourious empire alive and well.
But we don't live in anything close to a perfect world. This sick society does need to be brought down. The late Dr. William Pierce of
the National Alliance would have agreed but also remind us that any action taken now is "foolhardy".
The American Jew-government must fall and it will, but now isn't the time to start your own war. Don't make the mistaken
assumption that the US Government will follow their own laws. They can and will do whatever is necessary, legal or illegal to stop
your hardcore actions.
Your job as a Aryan Warrior is to train the body and mind in the arts of war.
Stay prepared for action.
If you must do something make sure it's legal! The system is completely biased against racial patriots. If you get caught and end up
in court you can expect to lose and receive the maximum sentence. Then you will be tried again and punished again for violating
somebody's "civil' rights. This kind of legal terror used to be called Double Jeopardy and illegal. But it's now the standard tool used
against White Patriots to give the haters extra punishment.
Turn your hate for ZOG into action and do everything legally possible to educate White People. But don't do anything even slightly
illegal. Stay squeaky clean so you will be able to continue your efforts.
If our revolution will ever have a real chance of success the White public must learn about their glorious racial destiny. You must
bring more white people over to our side. Educating the masses is your primary duty, not beating up stupid niggers, no matter how
much fun it is!
We all have fantasized about wasting a bunch of racial-inferiors. But what would mass killings of non-whites really accomplish?
Sure the killings could bring a grand temporary feeling of pleasure. Taking out a bunch of racial trash can cause the white public to
be afraid of us and we need them as allies.
We don't need anymore stupid terrorists who cause more problems than they solve.
Physical training is standard in all the worlds professional armies and the Aryan forces should be no exception. We are not talking
about 12 ounce curls with your favorite "brewsky". Preparing for war demands that you exercise regularly to condition your body
into a lean, mean, kike killing machine.
•
We recommend Jogging and weight lifting, a minimum of five days a week for least one hour a day. Better yet: 6 days a
week, 1.5 hours a day.
•
Martial Art Kata's (forms) will help to train the mind as well as the body and are important part of any skins preparation for
war.
•
Paintball is a lot of fun and will teach Aryans skills needed to survive in a firefight. Practice at least monthly.

•

Get out and train regularly with the real guns of your choice; live fire exercises are best.

Stop watching the dammed jew-controlled idiot box and read a book!
Before you turn on the TV; spread the White Power:
1
JOIN THE ARYAN NATIONS!
Become a member of a group that actively works to secure an existence for the White Race!
2
Design a websiteBuy a domain name, get a server and start your own hatesite online. FrontPage is a cheesy program (but it works) that is used
designing websites. Professional website developers use Macromedia's Dreamweaver.
3
Start a public access TV showIn many areas of the country cable systems have public access channels that will let anybody have a show on cable TV. True public
access facilities are prohibited from censoring the content of shows. If you don't know how to make your own TV show the access
facilities will provide training and equipment.
4
Submit programming to Public accessIf you don't want to design your own show why not air pre-produced programs? We produce white power resistance rock
shows and more.. Looking for whitemen with balls.
5
Start a direct mailing campaignCreate or acquire a profession looking flyer promoting White Power.. Buy some mailing lists that contain names and address of you
local area residents. Bulk mail "hate" flyers to the neighbors.
6
ResearchMany of the hardcore books found at gun shows can be ordered from your library for free via interlibrary loan.
7
Spread the "hate" around the townPlaster Aryan Nations flyers from this site on car windows in parking lots. Don't become predictable: always put up your hate
randomly so that a pattern will not be established.
Roll up a few thousand flyers, place them in plastic bags, drive around the town at 3AM and throw them on people's lawns. We
avoid apartment complexes since the management often will dispose of the materials. Hand out literature to the local children as
they leave school for lunch break or to go home. Paper terror is often an effective method of stressing out "educators" who poison
students minds with race-mixing zionist filth. But don't go school property or you could be arrested!
8
Start a white power bandIf you are musically inclined and filled with inspirational WhitePower lyrics.
So much white work needs to be done, you simply have no excuse for rotting in front of the TV.
Get off your White ass and spread the Pride!
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